PARCC ELA Tutorials and Practice Sessions for Students, Grades 7-11

Hello Clearview Parents/Guardians,

Please use the links below to see what your child will experience when he/she takes the PARCC this March. The first two links under “Tutorials” show students how to navigate the features of the test. The third link under “Practice Tests” allows students to take a practice test in the desired grade level. The main link, directly below, can be used for general PARCC information.

Main Link:  http://parcc.pearson.com

Tutorials - Required Tutorial for ALL students: “Test Nav 8 Tutorial”

1) Click:  http://parcc.pearson.com
2) Click “Test Preparation”
3) Click “Tutorials”
4) Click “TestNav 8” (practice using the online tools, navigating through the screens, item types)

A. Recommended (either/or)
   a. Tutorial for High School Students: Online Student Tutorials (High School.)
      Click to access the ELA Computer-Based Assessment Tutorials
   b. Alternatively, choose a tutorial with a narrated guide:
      1. Click “standard” or “accessible”
      2. Select your role
      3. Close out of the random video that opens
      4. Hit “Go to Menu” on the bottom right
      5. Then select “assessment walk-through, grade 7” in the middle column.

Practice Tests- one complete ELA session is required for ALL students.

7th grade  8th grade  9th grade  10th grade  11th grade

If the direct link doesn’t work ... 1. Click “View English practice tests”
   2. Scroll down to the appropriate grade level
   3. Select “Standard TestNav Version”

1) Have student enter name and start test
2) Session 1 - practice reading passages and all three PBAs: Literary Analysis Task (LAT), Research Simulation Task (RST) and Narrative Task (NT)
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